Healthy Planet. Healthy People.
Healthy Environment. Healthy Economy.

We all want a healthy future. Let’s work together and make it happen.

Vote for the candidate in your riding who will work the hardest for a healthy environment, whether NDP, Liberal, or Green.

Doug Ford has worked hard in his own way, but he has shown he’s not working for a healthy environment. Early in his term, he cancelled 750 green energy contracts, got rid of rebates that promoted Electric Vehicles, and tore down a wind turbine that was ready for operation. Recently, he decided that gas-fired plants (fossil fuel) are the future for generating our electricity when clean alternatives are already available.

Doug Ford has had his turn at bat. We must change direction - now.

Join thousands of seniors, youth, faith groups, NGOs, indigenous leaders, and scientists and vote for a healthy future.

Vote as if your future depends on it. Because it does!